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The Wild Life of Allan Savory
C.J. Hadley
Reprinted from the Fall issue of Range Magazine, 1999.
his Rhodesian biologist has been spreading the gospel of holistic management to the masses on several continents.
Some respond to his message. Others deny his successes and ridicule his changes of mind. Is this extraordinary
man a genius or simply a contradiction? Is he saving the world or frightening scientists?
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Allan Savory is a botanist and zoologist with a history as
varied as the flora and fauna of the country in which he was
born. Rhodesia was a white ruled British territory and when
he was a member of the Rhodesia Party Savory broke ranks,
crossed the aisle and worked for the black vote. Soon after, he
had to flee the country in fear of his life.
He landed in Texas in the early '70s, now lives in New
Mexico, but for most of his 63 years, this maverick has been
wandering wild places trying to stop desertification, which is
a symptom of a worldwide and deadly serious loss of biodiversity.
"As a youngster, my only aim was to live in the African
bush forever." He had that opportunity but ended up "forsaking it in order to work toward saving the wildlife that was my
reason for being in the bush. Even in the wildest areas, the
land was deteriorating, in fact turning to desert, rendering it
ever less able to support life of any kind. I was determined to
find a way to reverse this process."
He worked as a biologist, soldier, public servant, member of
parliament, president of a political party, farmer, rancher, consultant. "Throughout that," says Savory, "there was constantly
just one theme-poor land means poor people, social upheaval, political unrest. We farmers and ranchers have destroyed more civilizations than armies have done. Armies
change civilizations. We farmers and ranchers destroy them,
they never rise again. And I've been obsessed with this problem of why this is happening, why i t ' s happened f o r
10-15,000 years, and why we've never been able to stop it.
Biodiversity loss, caused by humans, is taking place at a
faster rate than any time in history. "Desertification is a symptom of the loss of biodiversity caused by overloading the air
through the burning of fossil fuels, biomass burning, chemicals, fertilizer, agriculture, pollution, burning of national parks
and forests," says Savory. "Scientists only have three toolsrest, technology and fire, so they try to justify fire when technology fails, but no fire lit by a human being is natural. Put
those three together and those are now threatening not just
trees and birds and fish, these are now threatening human survival."
Savory's quest took him a surprising route. He was compelled to work with farmers and ranchers, whose management
he believed was responsible for initiating the deterioration.
He's on public record in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) as saying,
"Let's shoot every damn cow and any bloody rancher that
stands in the way" because he could see no point of being in

the army, and defending his nation, when ranchers were raping it behind him. "My feelings are very, very deep as an environmentalist and I don't particularly like cattle, but I ended
running them on my own ranches, which used to be just elephants and lions and buffalo." He did change his mind and has
said many times, "The number one public enemy is the cow.
But the number one tool that can save mankind is the cow. We
need every cow we can get back out on the range. It is almost
criminal to have them in feedlots which are inhumane, antisocial, and environmentally and economically unsound."
Constantly searching for new ideas that worked, he thought
all that had to be done was to get ecologists into parliament to
produce change. "Well, I couldn't produce a scrap of change
even when I was president of a political party."
He discovered remorseless spread of deserts and the human
impoverishment that always resulted was related to management, but more fundamentally to the way people were making
management decisions, whether or not those people lived or
worked on the land. "Though our fate as a civilization is tied
to the land and its health, and though millions of ordinary people in making their living from the land control that fate to a
large degree, unless these people have the support of the hundreds of millions of others who depend on their efforts, they
cannot succeed."
He read voraciously. He admires Thomas Samuel Kuhn, who
wrote "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions." In it Kuhn
talks about science advancing through shifting paradigms.
"What he discovered of our scientists, and I know its true of
me, is that we have these effects that flow from our deep beliefs and our training. The information which fits our beliefs
we see very quickly and easily. The data which does not fit our
beliefs is almost invisible to us. We just cannot see it."
It's a deeply held belief that removing cattle from the public
lands will heal it. No proof is necessary because it fits the paradigm. It is a deeply held belief that trampling by cattle is destructive to plants and soils; cattle have been blamed for destruction of water points and rivers for thousands of years-because it fits the paradigm.
"General Jan Christiaan Smuts, a botanist by love, a lawyer
by training, a soldier and statesman by force of circumstance, a
brilliant man, fought through the Boer War and two world
wars. Although not an Englishman, he served in the British
cabinet. When he was out of office as prime minister of South
Africa, he wrote a book called 'Holism and Evolution.' He
studied the development of the human personality. It was an
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obsession and he studied how it developed from solid matter problem and if they don't do something they'll feel the consethrough life, mind, to human personality. He pointed out that in quences themselves ...." He also said, desertification" arises
this entire development from solid matter there were no parts. from placing too much pressure on the land, often because of
He warned us that we would never understand the world until overgrazing."
we studied wholes. The concept of a part is totally alien to the
Savory has heard all this before. "That's just like the Royal
world. "Now when you think of it that was staring us in the Navy," he says with a sigh. "Captain James Lancaster sold four
face." Eroding soil is the biggest single export from the U.S., ships to India in 1601. He gave the crew on one ship limes and
billions of tons outweighing all grain, timber, military hard- they got no scurvy. The other three ships got no limes and 50
ware, and commercial products-ven
with the greatest know- percent of the crew died. That was pretty convincing evidence
how in the world. Where there used to be soil cover there is but because the Royal Navy is a bureaucracy, led by brilliant
none and all soil cover comes from life. Once there are ex- officers, they discussed and argued about that for approximateposed soils there is erosion, non-effective water cycles, mud ly 150 years at which point James Lind, a surgeon in the Navy
slides off California, ever increasing floods in Texas and along repeated it, and got patients to recover. Then the Royal Navy
the Mississippi. "These floods and this flood damage will just argued another 49 years before they accepted it." It took the
get worse and worse and worse and the deserts will just keep Merchant Marine 70 more years to follow suit.
Nothing has changed. "You are dealing with humans and buadvancing, advancing, advancing until somebody, someday fireaucracies. Every environmental organization is a bureaucranally understands what I'm saying."
Savory is handsome, serious, jaunty, often sporting khakis, a cy. Every university is a bureaucracy. Every one of these intertweed cap and an impish smile. He can charm easily, but his national agencies is a bureaucracy. We've gone for nearly 50
barbed tongue is just as likely to devastate. He's been called years already since we knew that overgrazing was not due to
too many animals, since that was first known
"an abrasive personality," "brilliantly original," "an offshoot of the loony left." He is
to science, and we've probably got another
says he hates
truly unique. But his tone does not denote his
100 years to go before they will accept new
real personality, which is gentle, intellectual COWS and yet he admits scientific thinking."
to damaging an
and kind. But after more than four decades of
Savory likes the saying: The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts, "but," he
research and work, his deep frustrations show
African wildlife prebecause he sees history repeating itself, again,
Sene irreparably be- says, "when you put brilliant individuals in a
and again.
bureaucracy it's one of the few exceptions
"We used to burn people at the stake for cause he insisted On re- where the whole is less than the sum of the
moving
live- parts.''
coming up with truly original work and, tragistock.
cally, one way or another throughout my life,
There is some light. Hundreds of ranchers
I've tended to think ahead and come up with
are working with the Center for Holistic
stuff that to me seems common sense but to other people Management (recently renamed the Allan Savory Center for
seems way out and threatening." When his book, "Holistic Holistic Management in honor of the man behind the cause).
power
l e are still not listening.
Resource Management," was first published, he couldn't even ~ n f o r t u n a t e l ~ , ~ eino ~
get it reviewed. But it's been selling slowly and consistently
This is the age of specialists and one problem is scientists
and now 17 universities are using the textbook.
who study a single topic all have very dogmatic opinions. "All
Savory's first job in the U.S. was to convince government of them are probably right, from their point of view, but none
and academia that desertification was not due to overgrazing or of them are seeing the whole. Now when you see the whole,
overstocking, as was commonly thought, but due to bad deci- you might get a totally different opinion, but the universities
sion-making. "That was a red rag to the bull, to all academics, haven't trained scientists to look at the whole. With our sciento all universities." His thought
~
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